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ABSTRACT.  Let C  be a class of finite groups, closed under finite products,

subgroups and homomorphic images. In this paper we define and study free pro-<?-

products of pro-<£- groups indexed by a pointed topological space.   Our main result

is a structure theorem for open subgroups of such free products along the lines

of the Kurosh subgroup theorem for abstract groups.   As a consequence we obtain

that open subgroups of free pro-C-groups on a pointed topological space, are

free pro-C-groups on (compact, totally disconnected) pointed topological spaces.

0. Introduction.   Let £ be a class of finite groups, closed under the forma-

tion of subgroups, finite direct products and homomorphic images.   It is natural

(and useful) to look at free pro-(2-groups generated by pointed topological spaces

(see Gildenhuys and Lim [3]).   On the other hand, the concept of a free pro-C-

group generated by an infinite set has not proved to be a very useful one.   For

one thing, such a free pro-C-group has very large cardinality (loc. cit).   The

categorical concept of a coproduct of an infinite family of pro-(E-groups has not

proved to be very useful either.  Neukirch [il] has defined "corestringierte" free

pro-C-products of families of pro-C-groups, and has applied his concept to alge-

braic number theory.   In this paper we extend his notion, by defining the free pro-

C-product of a family {Ax|x e X| of pro-(£-groups, indexed by a pointed topologi-

cal space (X, * ), where it is assumed that the map x \-* Ax is locally constant

outside {*} and A+ = (1) (Definition 1.2, Proposition 1.5).

Our main result is a "Kurosh subgroup theorem" for open subgroups of free

pro-C-products over pointed compact Hausdorff totally disconnected index spaces

X, where it is assumed that C is also closed under group extension (Theorem 4.1).

Our proof is based upon Mac Lane's proof of the Kurosh subgroup theorem for dis-

crete groups (Kurosh [7, p. 147]).   When applied to the special case where X is

the one-point compactification of a discrete space, our theorem gives somewhat
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more information than a similar resultO) by Binz,  Neukirch and Wenzel [l]

(Theorem 5.3).   Like Binz, Neukirch and Wenzel, we also look at the case where

X is discrete, in which case our free pro-C-product coincides with the coproduct

in the category of pro-C-groups.   As a consequence of our main result (Theorem

4.1), we prove that every open subgroup of a free pro-c-group on a pointed topo-

logical space X is freely generated by a compact Hausdorff totally disconnected

pointed space Y (Theorem 5.1).   If X is a one-point compactification of a dis-

crete space, then so is Y (Corollary 5.4; see also Binz, Neukirch and Wenzel [l]).

1. Definitions and terminology.   Let (X, *) be a pointed Hausdorff topo-

logical space.   Let \Ax\x £X¡ be a set of pro-C-groups indexed by X, such that

Aç is the trivial group (1), and the mapping X\i*i —» \Ax\x £ X) given by x h» Ax

is locally constant, i.e. for all x £ X\{*i there exists a so-called constant open

neighborhood U of  x  in  X\{*i, with A   = A    for all y £ U.   Our aim in this

section is to define the "free product" of the pro-(_-groups A , x £ X, and

describe its essential properties.   First, we define a pointed topological space

E = Vx£x Ax, called the étale space.   As a pointed set, E is the coproduct of

the pointed sets  (A     l), x £ X, i.e. E is the set obtained by forming the dis-

joint union of the sets A x¡ and then identifying the identity elements of the

groups Ax.   If N is a constant open subset of X (Ax = Ay for all x, y £ N) and

x £ N, we define

Pn: n *Ax — E*      in. t)\-*teAn,       in,t)eNxAx,

and we endow E with the topology defined by letting W C E be open in E if the

following conditions are satisfied: (i) for every constant open subset N of X, the

set p^ l(W) is open with respect to the product topology on N x Ax (# e Ai); (ii)

if W contains the distinguished point 1 of E, there is a neighborhood V of * in

X such that A   C W whenever  y £ V.   Note that if 1 ± a £ E, the sets

p    iVx x U) form a neighborhood basis of a in E, where V* runs through the
yx

constant open neighborhoods of x in X, missing *, and U runs through the open

neighborhoods of a in A     missing 1.   A neighborhood basis for 1 £E is given

by thé sets

(  U     ¿Jv* x i/*)W U AxV
W*\{*}  v I     \xev*     I

where V* runs through the open neighborhoods of * in X, Vx runs through the

constant open neighborhoods of x in X   missing *, and Ux runs through the

open neighborhoods of 1 in A

(1) In fact in a subsequent revision of their paper, they obtain precisely this result

(our Theorem 5,3) completely. Cf. E. Binz. J. Neukirch and G. H. Wenzel, J. Algebra 19

(1971), 104-109-
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Consider the map

„: E=   V   Ax~*x
xeX

of pointed spaces, given by ?Kl) = *, and trie) - x if e e E and e e A \(lj.   It is

easily verified that rr is continuous and open.   The pro-C-group A   » 7r-1({x, *j)

is called the fiber above x.

Lemma 1.1.   If X is compact, so is E.

Proof.   Assume X is compact.   Let \0y]     r be an open cover of E.  Sup-

pose 1 e 07q.  For each x e X, x /= * let Tx = fy e T\0y O (Ax\{l|) ¿ 0].  For

each y e T^ and each a    e 0y n (Ax\jl|) choose an open neighborhood Uy of

ay in Ax and a constant open neighborhood Wy of x in X such that

Pwy^y x üy) C °.y-   The family consisting of 0y   n Ax and t/^, (y e Tx) forms

an open cover of A      Let 0Vn Oi4  .(/„,..., U        be a finite subcover.   Put
x ' o x      /1 r„x

Vx = C\"=iwri and Sx = {yy-, yn\.   Suppose \JxeNAx C °y0' where N is an

open neighborhood of  *.   The family consisting of N and the open sets V

i* 4- x eX) forms an open cover for X.   Let N, V    ,. •., V      be a finite sub-

cover.   Then \0y ] u ¡0y| y e (J7=l5x ■' is easily seen to be a cover of E. O

Definition 1.2.   Let X be any pointed Hausdorff topological space, and let

{Ax|x e X] and E = Vxex Ax be as before.   A pair (A, <p) consisting of a pro-C-

group A =Llxex Ax, and a continuous mapping cf>: E —» A such that <j>\Ax is a

monomorphism for every x e X, is said to be a free pro-C-product of the groups A

over the index space X, if whenever ß  is a pro-C-group and ft: E —• B  is continu-

ouswith each if/ | Ax a homomorphism, there is a unique continuous homomorphism

yï: A —» B, such that ^ = ^.

Proposition 1.3.   Tie free pro-C-product iA, <f>) of \A  \x e X] always exists

and is unique in the obvious sense.   The subgroup of A, generated algebraically

by the set 4>iE), is dense in A.

Proof.   Let A   =l±x€X Ax be the coproduct (or free product) of the underly-

ing discrete groups A^ (x e X) in the category of discrete groups.   Let f: E =

\fxeX Ax —* Ad be such that /|Ax: Ax —* B is the natural inclusion.

Consider the topological group structure on A" given by the following funda-

mental system of open neighborhoods of 1:

Jl = [N O Ad | Ad/N e C, f - HbN) is open in E, Vè e Ad|

Let A = lirnW£j, Ad/N, and let / : Ad —> A be the natural continuous homomor-

phism.   Put çS = / °/.  Clearly / (A¿) is dense in A.   One easily verifies that the

pair (A, (£) is a free pro-(E-product of the A^'s.   The uniqueness is obvious. D

To justify our definition of free product, we shall prove that it includes, as

special cases, the concepts of free pro-C-group and free pro-C-product as defined
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previously in the literature (see Binz, Neukirch and Wenzel [l], Gildenhuys and

Lim [3], Gruenberg [5],Iwasawa [6] and Neukirch [il]).

First, we note that if (X, *) is a discrete pointed space, then the free product

Llxex Ax> as we have defined it, coincides with the coproduct of the Ax's in the

category of pro-C-groups (where we can let x range over the set X or the set

x\i*i).
Let FiX, *) be the free pro-C-group on a pointed topological Hausdorff space

(X, *) (cf. Gildenhuys and Lim [3]), and let Z^ denote the free pro-C-group on

one generator.   Then one would expect that F(X, *) is the free pro-C-product of

the groups A^, x £ X, where A + = 1 and Ax = Zg if x £ x\{*¡.   In fact this is a

clear consequence of the following result.

Proposition 1.4.   Let (X, *) and (Y, *) be pointed Hausdorff topological

spaces, with Y compact iby abuse of notation, * denotes the distinguished points

of both X and Y).   Let X o y be the quotient X x Y/~ of the product of X and

Y, where (x, y) ~ (x , y ) if x = * and y  = *, or x  = * and y = *.   The equiva-

lence class [(*, *)] of (*, *) is taken as the distinguished point of X ° Y, and is

also denoted by *.   Suppose now that Ax = FÍY, *) for all x £ x\i*} and A# = (l).

Tben\IxexA„ = FiXoY, *).
X

Proof.   Let px: (Y, *)—> Ax = FÍY, *) be the canonical maps, x £ x\i*},

with p^: (Y, *) —> FÍY, *) the trivial map.   Let p be the composite map:

(X° y. *)-^E =  V Axt    II  Ax
xeX (X,*)

where <f> is canonical and i/[(x, y)] ■ pxiy).   We refer to the description of a

neighborhood basis for a point in E and, using the notation introduced there, we

note that v~\p    ÍVX x U)) is the image in X ° Y of the open subset Vx x
yx

ipx\u)) of X x Y (* / x e.X) and f'UU^ey-» ¿*) is the image in X o y 0f the

open subset V*x Y of X x Y.   It follows that f and p are continuous.  Let o:

X °Y —> G be a continuous mapping of X ° Y into a pro-C-group G, with cr(*) = 1.

It suffices to show that there exists a unique continuous homomorphism ip~:

II €y A   ~* G, such that ipp = a (Gildenhuys and Lim [3]).  For each x e X\{*},

let ff^: (Y, *)—* G be given by ffx(y) - o[(x, y)].  Then o^ is continuous, with

°xi*) = i, and so there is a unique morphism ifrx: FiY, *) = Ax~* G such that

!pxpx = ox.  We claim that the map ip: E = \JxeX Ax—> G defined by *p \ Ax = ipx

is continuous.   For this, it suffices to show that for every open normal subgroup

W of G, the composite 7Twiff is continuous, where n^: G —» G/W is canonical.

Let a e A     C E.  For each y £ Y, let V    be an open neighborhood of y in Y,

and let U^    be a constant open neighborhood of xQ in X, missing * if xQ ^ *,

and such that
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nwo~[ix, t)] = nwa[ixQ, y)]

fot every (x. t) e 77^ x Vy.   Let Vyy Vy2.Vyn cover Y, and put UXQ =

ntiC Then
nwa[ix, y)] = 77^0"[(x0, y)]

for all (x, y) e U     x Y.  Thus,

nwftx = nwftxr. Ax = Ax, -* G/W if x. x' S I7X().

Let g = nwftx (á) e G/W.  Then there is an open neighborhood T     of a in A

such that

«r^rXíü    ^x   *TM))m ig],

where, as before, p.,    : 77     x A^n —> E is given by p„    (x, r) = t e A .   If a/1,
uxO ° ° uxo x

then py    (Ux   x T    ) is an open neighborhood of a in E, and the above shows

that nwft is continuous at a.   If a = 1, choose 77      and 7"      as above for every

xQ e X\i*!, and let 77* be an open neighborhood of * e X such that nwo[ix, y)] = l,

whenever (x, y) e U^x Y.  Then nwftiAx) = (lj if x e 77*.   Thus, the open neigh-

borhood.

s=(  u   ^A/v)u(u aj

of 1 in E is mapped by nwft onto the identity element of G/W.  So nwft is also

continuous at 1 e E.  Since ft is continuous and each ft    is a homomorphism,

there is a unique continuous homomorphism ft: Llxex A   —' G with ft <p = ft.   Then

it is plain that ftp = a and ^ is unique with this property. □

Next, we consider free products in the sense of Neukirch [il] and Binz,

Neukirch and Wenzel [l].   First we recall their definition.   If A , x e X are pro-C-

groups indexed by a set X, one says that a system (A, cpx) consisting of a pro-(2-

group A and of maps <px: Ax —* A (x e X) converging to 1 (i.e., every open sub-

group of A contains all but a finite number of the groups c£x(Ax)) is a restricted

free pro-<Z.-product of the Ax's, it whenever G is a pro-C-group and ftx: Ax~* G

(x e X), is a family of continuous homomorphisms converging to 1, there is a

unique continuous homomorphism ft: A —» G with ft<f>   = ft    tot all x € X.

A restricted free pro-C-group F on a set X (cf. Serre [5] or Ribes [13] where

it is called simply a free pro-C-group) is easily seen to be the restricted free pro-

C-product of X copies of Zg, the free pro-(2-group on one generator (cf. Neukirch

[10]).
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Proposition 1.5.   Let Ax, x e X be pro-d-groups indexed by a set X.   Let

X = X (¿I i*i be the one-point compactification of the discrete space X.   Put

A^ = 1.   Then the free pro-C-product II    x A    coincides with the restricted free

pro-Q.-product of the groups A , x € X.

Proof.  The result easily follows from the fact that a mapping <f>: E =

\/   eX A   —♦ G, with each (f>x~4>\^íx a continuous homomorphism, is itself con-

tinuous iff \4>x\xex converges to 1. O

To conclude this section, we wish to point out to those readers acquainted

with the concept of a category object in a category with pullbacks, that our con-

cept of free product can also be described formally as a "colimit" of a "functor"

whose "domain" is a category object "without maps" in the category of pointed

topological Hausdorff spaces, and which takes values in the category of pro-C-

groups.(2)

2. The structure of free products over compact Hausdorff totally disconnected

index spaces.   In this section we shall restrict ourselves to free pro-C-products

A =HxgX A  , where X is compact Hausdorff and totally disconnected.   Our pur-

pose is to express A as a projective limit of free pro-C-products over finite dis-

crete spaces.   First, we introduce some notation.   If R  is an equivalence relation

on a set T, then tR will denote the equivalence class of t £ T.   Let ÍAx|x £ Xi

be pro-<2-groups indexed by X and satisfying the conditions of §1.   Let R be an

equivalence relation on X such that (i) X/R is a finite discrete space with the

quotient topology, and (ii) A^ = A    whenever xRy and x 4 *R.    For x £ X, put

A  a = A    if x 4 *R   and A  „ = 1 if xR*.   Let E = Vv£v A    be as in §1, andXR X r XK xe/v        X

define a function

pR:E-*       H      AxR=AR
xReX/R

by sending A    identically onto AxR if x 4 *R  and onto 1 if xP*.   Then pR is

continuous.   To see this, let a e Ax C E, and let W be an open neighborhood of

pRia).  We choose a neighborhood V^ of a in Ax such that pR(V£) C AxR n IV

and, in addition,  1 4 Vxa  if O- /= 1.   If x / *, we also choose a constant open

neighborhood Ux of x in X such that * 4 Ux.   If a ^ 1, then pu iUx x Vxa) is

an open neighborhood of a in E, and

PRipUxiuxxVx))cw.

If a = 1, we choose V*   and Ux as above for each x £X\|*i.   Then pR maps

the open neighborhood

(2) Cf. D. Gildenhuys and L. Ribes,  On the cohomology of certain topological

colimits of pro-Q-groups, J. Algebra (to appear).
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of a = 1 into W.   Thus, pR is continuous at all aeE.

By the universal property of A = 11  eX A , there is then a unique continuous

homomorphism

nR:A-.       U      AxR=AR
xReX/R

with nR4> = Pdi where <£ is as in Definition 1.2.

If R and 7?    are equivalence relations on X satisfying conditions (i) and

(ii) above, and R C R , then define

nRR"-AR=      U      A      -+A   , =       U        AR,
R      xReX/R     XK K        xR'eX/R'    *

to be the unique continuous homomorphism induced by the maps

A        VxR - i          ^xR', a    ,
AxR -,AxR'-,AR'<

where r¡ R is the identity mapping if x 4 *R    and the trivial mapping otherwise,

and where the ft R » 's are the canonical monomorphisms.

Proposition 2.1.   Ler (X, *), ¡Ax|x e X] and A =lAxeX Ax be as above.

Let H be an open subgroup of A,   Consider the set % of equivalence relations

R on X satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) above, as well as the following: (iii)

the canonical projection rrR: A—>AR = UxeX/R AxR described above, preserves

the index of H, i.e.

(A:H) = iAR:nRiH)).

Then, A = lim„ em An.

Proof.   Denote by 77^ the open normal subgroup fla eA Ha oí A (here 77a =

a~1Ha).   Let V be an open normal subgroup of A; put W = WV = V n HA, and

let qw: A —» A/W be the canonical homomorphism.  Consider the equivalence

relation Rv on X characterized by: if x e X, then *7?y*   when qwiA ) = {1|; if

x, y e X and x /= * /= y, we have xRVy iff Ax = Ay and qwiax) = qwiay) whenever

ax e Ax' ay £ Ay and ax = ay under the equality Ax = Ay.   We proceed to show

that Rv satisfies conditions (i), (ii) and (iii).   Since X is compact, (i) is satis-

fied if Rv is open, i.e., if every xRyy is open.   Assume x ^ *; then for every

a e A/W consider the open and closed subset Oa = tf>~ Kq^ia)) n E, where ft:

E —> A is as in Definition 1.2.   Let n: E —<■ X be the projection (see §1).   For

every a eAxn Oa let 77° a be a constant open neighborhood of x in X
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missing * and let D* a be an open neighborhood of a in Ax with

Pu^K.a X Dt. o)C°a; let U>JoCi  be a finite COVer of Ax ° °<*' and set

i/x = 0a M ¿Ji ^'a, where a runs through those elements of A/W for which

AO 0a^ 0.  Clearly £/x is a constant open neighborhood of x.   Moreover if

y € í/x, ay e Ay, flx £ Ax and ay = ax under the equality Ay = Ax, then ax

belongs to some D"'   and

a ■e>„1   tt£.*D?.>.
x, a

hence ?aXay), = ?w(ax) ■ a- Therefore, yPx, and every x ^ * is an interior point of xR.

Assume now thatx = *. Since q^ (1) is an open neighborhood of 1 in E, there is an open

neighborhood of * in X, such that x £ l/+ =» Ax C ?jp (1).   Then x £ U^ =» *R*}

and hence * is an interior point of *P.   This establishes condition (i).   Obvi-

ously Rv satisfies condition (ii).   To verify condition (iii) consider the commu-

tative diagram

A/W

AR-     II     AxRv
v     xeX/R V

where ifrV is the continuous homomorphism induced by the homomorphism ifrx:

AxRV~* A/W' Siven by ^x^ = ?W(fl) (a e AxRV = Ax if x * *RV^   Then

kerÍ7TRv) C keriqw) = WCH.   Thus, (A: H) = iARv :nRviH)) and Rv £ ÍR.

Now, the maps {iff   \V <3 A, V open in A i are easily seen to induce a con-

tinuous homomorphism:

lim AR    —♦ lim A/Wy = A
V        V        V

and hence a continuous homomorphism

r>:   lim  AR —»A.
RcS

Now it is easily checked that r¡ and the homomorphism A —» limRea.AR,

induced by the n~R's, R £ X, are inverse isomorphisms. D

Remark 2.2.   Let ÍR be as in Proposition 2.1.  Using the notation of the

proof of Proposition 1.3, we define

4-   UAx-      U\   AxR
xeX xReX/R
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to be the homomorphism that sends Ax identically onto AxR if * £ xR, and onto

1 otherwise.   One then has a commutative diagram

d               7

A   = II   Ax-» A = US AR
xeX ReÄ

<= ir* axR^ar= u axR
xReX/R xReX/R

in which the maps /   and / R are defined as in the proof of Proposition 1.3.

The following corollary extends a result of Ribes [14].

Corollary 2.3.   Let (X, *) be a pointed, compact, totally disconnected,

Hausdorff topological space.   Let C be closed under group extensions and let

\Ax \x eX] be pro-Q-groups satisfying the conditions of §1.   Then the canonical

homomorphism

P. A* = H As — A - JJ Ax
xeX xeX

defined in Proposition 1.3 is a monomorphism.

Proof.   Assume for a moment that the result holds true when the groups A

are indexed by a finite discrete space.   Let l/«e U  exA , and assume x,,

x2,... ,xn eX,xi¿*, are the indexes involved in a when written as a reduced

word.  Choose 7? e ÍR (where ÍR is as in Proposition 2.1) so that x. e" x-R, if

i 4 j, and x¿ 4 *R, i = 1, 2, • • •, n.   Using the notation of the above remark we

have nRia) ¿ 1 and thus / (ff^(a)) ^ 1 by our assumption.  Hence /"(a) ¡¿ 1.

Now we prove our result when (X, *) is finite discrete.   Since £ is closed

under formations of subgroups and extensions, if a prime p divides the order of

some group in C, then C contains all finite p-groups.  Hence all free discrete

groups are residually £ (cf. Hall [12]).   Then, using a slight variation of an argu-

ment of Gruenberg (cf. [4, Theorem 4.1]), one shows that íl^gjjAÍ = 1, where 31 is

as in Proposition 1.3.  Thus keif = 1. G

Remark 2.4.   The last part of the above argument in fact shows that if (X, *)

is discrete, not necessarily finite, then IIx£x Ax ls canonically embedded in

Uxex Ax-
3.  The subgroup theorem for free products over discrete spaces.   The fol-

lowing lemma plays( an important role.

Lemma 3.1. Let (2 be a class of finite groups, closed under the formation of

subgroups and extensions. Let H be a subgroup of a group G, let 77.- = f| eGH8

denote the core of H in G and suppose that G/HG e (2.   Then every normal sub-
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group N of H, with H/N £ C, contains a normal subgroup M of G, such that

G/M e (£.

Proof.(3) Put K = Hc n N; then H/K C iH/HG) x iH/N), and hence H/K e C.

Choose gv g2,--,gTeG so that KG = fl^i***-   Then K8i<HG and

Hc/K8i e <2.   Therefore HG/KG C iHG/KSi) x • • • x iHG/K8r); and hence ffG/KG

£ C   Thus the extension G/KG of HG/KG by G/HG belongs to (2, and we can

take M = KG. a

Theorem 3.2. Let C be a class of finite groups, closed under the formation

of subgroups, homomorphic images and extensions.   Let \A   \x eX\ be pro-Ç.-

groups, indexed by a discrete space X, and let A = JJ ex A be their coproduct

in the category of pro-ß-groups (z'.e. A  is the free pro-C-product il   eY A  ,

where Y = X y j*¡, and A^ = 1).   Let H be an open subgroup of A.   Then

H = (      II      (ff n ASx> OÏÏIf
\xeX,iei *       I

where F is a free pro-C-group on a discrete space, and {s    ., i e I \ runs for

each x £ X, through a complete and irredundant system of double coset represen-

tatives of A with respect to A    and H.

Proof.   Let Ad = Uxex Ax be the discrete free product of the Ax's con-

sidered as discrete groups.   We shall identify A" with its canonical image in A

(see Remark 2.4).   Put Hd = H O Ad.   By the Kurosh subgroup theorem (cf. Kurosh

[7], [8]) we have

ffd=f    II      (ff¿nAxM)U
\xeX,ielT I

pd

where Fd is a free discrete group, and \sx „ i e 1} runs through a complete and

irredundant set of double coset representatives of A" with respect to A    and

ff . Notice that for each x £ X, fsx   |¿ e 7xl forms also a complete and irre-

dundant set of double coset representatives of A with respect to A    and ff;

indeed A = U. .   As    H, and if As    .ff = A s    H, then s   . = as    h for
Z *-l yç X       X f I X i X, I X     X i J X i / X t I

some a £ A    h £ ff, and it follows that ¿> £ Ad n H = Hd and sv . = s    ..  (Note
X Xp1 X, J

that 7x is finite for all x £ X.)

We shall consider two topological group structures on the group ff .   One,

denoted by r', is induced by the topology on Ad (cf. Proposition 1.3); and another,

denoted r", is determined by a fundamental system of neighborhoods of the iden-

(3) We thank J. Poland for this proof which is simpler than our original one.
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tity, consisting of normal subgroups N of H , such that

(i) Hd/N e d;

(ii) N n(Hdn A**»«') = N n A**'«' is open in Hd n A**'< = 77 O A**-1' for

all i e ¡x, x e X, where the topology on H n Axx,t is induced by 77 (and also

by Ax);

(iii) N n F    is open with respect to the natural pro-C-topology on Fd

(M < Fd is open iff Fd/M e £).

We know that H is the completion of Hd endowed with the topology r* (cf.

Bourbaki [2, p. 224]).   Looking back at the proof of Proposition 1.3, we see that

our result will follow if we can prove that tl -rn.   Let M be an open normal sub-

group of Ad (cf. the proof of Proposition 1.3), and N = M n Hd.  Then Hd/N is

isomorphic to a subgroup of Ad/M, hence is in C.   Also,

N n(Hdn Asxx- ») = M n Asxx>¿

is open in ASx'lt and hence in Hd O A5*'1.   Clearly N O Fd = M n Fd is open in

F .   Thus, rl C rn.   Conversely, suppose that ¿V is a normal subgroup of 77" satis-

fying (i), (ii) and (iii) above.   We will prove that N is open with respect to f\

Since C is closed under quotients, we need only show that A /TV . . eÇ. and

N ..n A    is open in A    for all x e X, where N . , denotes the core of N in Ad.

Since Ha is open in Aa, we have Ad/Hd d e C, and hence, by Lemma 3.1, N con-

tains a normal subgroup M oí Ad, such that Ad/M e (2.   It follows that the homo-

morphic image Ad/N  d of Ad/M belongs to C   To show that N  d n Ax is open

in Ax it suffices to see that for each a e A , N" n Ax is open (notice that TV is

of finite index in Ad).   Now TV" O A   = (Ai O A"~ )a.  So it suffices to show that

for each a e Ad, N O A*~    is open in Aa~  .  But a"1 = axsx {h for some i e ¡x,

where «   e Av and h e Hd; therefore N nAa~l = TV n A^-!* = (N O A'*.0*.
XX XXX

Now, N O As*'! is open in 7/d n ASXfl by assumption, and hence is open in

Asxx-i; so N n Aa~X is open in A**-«'* = A«'1. D

Remark 3.3.   From the above proof one easily deduces that in the statement

of the theorem one can assume that F is the completion of F    where F" has any

topology finer that the topology induced by Ad, and coarser than its natural pro-(E-

topology.

4. The subgroup theorem for compact Hausdorff totally disconnected index

spaces.  We henceforth assume that (2 is a class of finite groups, closed under

subgroups, homomorphic images and extensions.   In this section we prove our

main result:

Theorem 4.1.   Let H be an open subgroup of the free pro-C-product A =

IJ'xeX Ax of pro-C-groups Ax (x e X), where X is a compact Hausdorff totally
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disconnected pointed space (X, *), Then there are closed subgroups B and F of

ff, such that ff = B II F (the coproduct in the category of pro-Q-groups), where F

is a free pro-C-group on a certain pointed compact totally disconnected Hausdorff

space Z, and B is a free pro-C-product B =I_I ey B over a pointed compact

totally disconnected Hausdorff space (Y, *), the B 's being conjugates of closed

subgroups of the A 's.

The proof of this theorem will require a series of preliminary lemmas.   Before

we launch into their statement and proof, we shall sketch the general outline of

the proof of the theorem.   By means of a result similar to Proposition 2.1 we

express A as a projective limit of free pro-(E-products indexed by finite discrete

spaces; we apply Theorem 3.3 to each of these free products to find an expression

for the projection of ff into each of them; then we take the projective limit of

these expressions to obtain the desired result for ff.   The heart of the matter con-

sists of finding a convenient set iRj of equivalence relations on X that will allow

us to take this last projective limit.

Throughout this section we keep the notation of Proposition 2.1 and Remark

2.4, and the hypothesis that X is compact Hausdorff totally disconnected.   Since

we are indulging in the dangerous practice of identifying equal pro-(2-groups Ax

and A    (x /= y), with their respective distinct images in the ¿tale space E, it

should be pointed out once and for all that if we write "Ax n S = A   O S in Ax =

A  " or "a   = a    in A   = A  ", where S is a subset of E and a    £ A , a    € A ,
y x y x y x .*        y y

this does not imply equality of Ax n S and A   n S in E, or of ax and a    in E.

Lemma 4.2.   Let % be as in Proposition 2.1.   There exists a cofinal subset

ÍR' of ÍR with the property that if the following holds: R' e%', C is a left coset of

Hd in Ad. x, y eX, xR'y and * 4 xR', then

(I)  C n Ax = C n Ay, in Ax = Ay, and

(II) a C = a C in A , whenever a   = a    in A   = A .
x y x        y x y

Proof.  Let R £ ÍR be given.   Let V = *R, x £ x\v and a% e Ax.   For each

left coset C of Hd in Ad, choose an open neighborhood U = U*'    of a    in A ,
ax x x

and a constant open and closed neighborhood W = Wx'     of x in X, missing V,

such that

(i)  pwiW x U) is contained either in C or in E\iE OC) (note that E C\ C

is open and closed in E), and

(ii)  t £ pwiW x U) =» tC = axC.

Let \Ux-c ¡"5,  be a finite cover of A  : put
ax,i n—L x

nC

vx=   n   n w£.c.
CeAd/Hd z=l      *''
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and let \V   K',   be a finite cover of x\v.  Suppose that x, y e V  ,  We will
xi * J     J '

show that for every coset C €. Ad/Hd, the equalities (I) and (II) above are satis-

fied.  We may, without loss in generality, take y = x     If e e Ax. O C then

(x, e)eW?'C x£#',C
"X

7' « -7'

for some f/ = 77*',C   and W = W*''C.  Now, p„,,(W' x 77') C C, since />„,'(*-. e)
xy, i Xj, i

="e e A     OC; so, when we consider e as an element of Ax, we have e =

pwiix, e) e C; i.e., e e A   H C.   Conversely, suppose c e Ax O C; then, viewing

c as an element of A^ , we have (x, c) eW„7' , x 77''  ,   for some 7/   = 77 ''   ,
*r axy,fc «xy.fc axy.*

and W" = W*7'   .   On the other hand, pw«iW" x U") meets C, because pW"ix, c) e
Xj,K

Ax n C; hence pwniW" x 77") is contained in C, and c = ptt"'(*y» c) e Ax. n C.

This proves equation (I).  To prove (II), suppose C e Ad/Hd, x eV x   and ax =

«  . in A   =A   ; then
X, X X,

(*. a J e W*7' C. x U*J' C
aXj, h °xy, h

_ X"C     _ X'C _      _

for some U = 77 ''    , W = W J'    , so that a   = ô_(x, a )   e ô_(W x 77), and hence
aXj,b axj,b x        W x W

a C = a    C.
x xy

Define now an equivalence relation R   on X as follows: *R   = *7?, and if

x.y 4 *R', then x7?'y iff xRy and either x, y e V     ot x, y i V     tot all ; = 1,
7 7

2,-^ •., n.   Then R' C 7?, 7?' e 9v and 7?' satisfies the required property. □

In our next lemma we refine a result of Mac Lane (cf. Kurosh [7, Lemma 1, p.

147]) in order to make it suitable to our setting.

Lemma 4.3.   Let (X, *), {AJx e X], Ad, Hd and %' be as in Lemma 4.2.

Then for each x e X there is a system r : Ad/Hd —> Ad of representatives for the

left cosets C of Hd in Ad satisfying the following conditions:

(1) rxiHd)=l.

(2) If ax eAx, then rx(axC) = a'xrxiC), where a'x eAx.

(3) If rxiC) = axs, where ax e Ax and s /= 1, and if the first index y of s

is different from x, then r isHs) = r isHd) = s.

(4) If A(AxC) denotes the minimal length of elements of the double coset

AxC °f A<Í wit^ resPect to the subgroups Ax and Hd, we have X(r (C)) < 1 +

MAxc).

(5) Let D be a double coset of Ad with respect to the pair of subgroups

Ax and H   for some x e X.   Let six, D) be the unique element of minimal

length among the representatives rx(C), where AxC = D.   Then six, D) is of
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minimal length in D, and six, D) = siy, D), whenever Axs(x, D)Hd = A siy,P)Hd.

(6) Suppose R' £ %', xR'y. x 4 *R', ax = ay in Ax = Ay, s = six, D) and

axifl*Y-1 = ayiHdY~l; then ir|(rx(C)) = ndRiryiO).

Proof.   To define rx(C) we will proceed by induction on A(AxC).   In the

course of this proof, the term "double coset of Ad" will mean a set of the form

A aHd for some x £ X and a e Ad,   Let D be a double coset of Ad, and C a
x

left coset of ff    in Ad, with A C = D for some x £ X; then we put Tc D =

{y e X\ A C = D\.   Suppose A(D) = 0 and x £ Tc D.  Then D = A%C = Axff¿ and

Ax<~\ C /= 0.  Let Sx be the set of all those elements y of TCD for which Ax

= A,Cnvi   =Cn/(    in A^ = A    and a ffd = a  Hd whenever a   e C nA ,
y x y x y x y x x

a   £ C O A    and ax = a    in Ax = A  .   We have x £ S%, and we can write Tc D

as a disjoint union of sets S   , x. £ X, z £ /.   For each x., we choose some ele-

ment a     e A     n C, with a    = 1 if C = ffrf, and we put r  .iC) = a   .  If x £ S   ,»i

we can find a    £ A„ n C with a„ = a„. in A„ = A„. and we put riC) = a.  If
XX X t x 1 X x

D and D   are distinct double cosets of A", then Tc D o Tc D» = 0; so the ele-

ment rx(C) is well defined for every C £ Ad/Hd and every x £X with A(AxC)

= 0.  Conditions (1), (2), (4), (5), and (6) are easily seen to be satisfied; condi-

tion (3) is empty in this case.

Suppose now that D = A C is such that X(D) = n > 0, and assume that

rziC ), z £ X, has been defined satisfying conditions (1)—(6) whenever A(A C )

< n and C' £ Ad/Hd.   Let g € D be an element of length n (for a given D the

element g will be fixed throughout the discussion).   Then the first index y of g

is different from 2 whenever A_C = D, for otherwise D would contain elements

of length less than n.   In particular y /= x.   Since A(A gff ) < n, the representa-

tive r (gff ) = s has already been chosen according to our induction hypothesis,

and depends only on g.   By (4), \(s) < n.   Since D = AxsHd, we have n = A(D) <

À(x); and consequently A(s) = n, so that the first index t of s is different from

all z e Tc D, and by condition (3) and the induction hypothesis, r(isH ) = s.

Now, if C = sHd, we put riC) = s for all z £ Tr n.   If C ^ sffrf, for each z £
,7—1

Tc D we form the set S   of all w £ Tc D such that A^ = A2 and aviHd)s

<*xiHd)s~    whenever a^ = a^ in A^ = Ajf.   Clearly z £ S^..   Now, Tc D can be

expressed as the disjoint union of sets Sx., x. £ Tc D, ; £/.   For each ; £/,

we choose a     £ A   , c     ¡¿ 1   such that C = a    sffá.   Define r   (C) = a   s.

Then a     £Cs_I =a   (ffd)s~  .   For all v £5' , the element a   £A    with a   =
Xy xy xy _j " _", "

a^   under the equality A   = A   , is such that a (ff )s~   = a„ iHd)s~ , and we
*i * V Xj V X*

define r iC) = a,s.   Then the elements r (C), are well defined for all v € Tr n.

Moreover s is of minimal length among the representatives r (C'), where x is

fixed and C'  runs through those left cosets of Hd in Ad such that D = A C',
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i.e., six, D) = s.   Thus six', D) = six, D) whenever x, x   e Tc D, and condition

(5) is verified.   If 7?' e %', x, x   e TCD, xR'x', x 4 *R', and axiHd)s~1 =

« tiHd)s~    whenever a   = a, in A„ = A ., we must have x' e S'; hence by con-
X X X X X X *

struction there are elements â   eA    and ä $ eA  , with «   = a i  in A   =A /,
XX XX XX XX

such that rx(C) = axS and V(C) = S^s; thus ndRArxiO) = ^,(5^) = 4,(âx>s)

= ff^»(rx#(C)), i.e., condition (6) is verified. Condition (1) is not applicable, and

conditions (2), (3), and (4) are easy to check. D

Corollary 4.4.   Let rx and six, D) be as above.   Let S be the set consisting

of all elements six, D), where x e X and D runs through the double cosets

AxaHd, a e Ad.   Then, S is finite.

Proof.   Since Hd is open and of finite index in Ad, the group C\     .¿iHd)a

is still open.  Hence (cf. §1 ), there is an open neighborhood W of * in X such

that x e W =» Ax C C\aeAdiHd)a.  Let C e Ad/Hd, say C = aHd; then x e

W=>AxC = Ax(ßd)a_1a=C.

Thus it follows from the definition of six, D), and from (5) of Lemma 4.3, that

x, y e W => rxiC) = ryiC) = six, AxC) = siy, AyC).

Since Hd is of finite index in Ad, the set

[six, D)eAd\xeW,D = AxC, C e Ad/Hd]

is finite.  Now, let K'  be as in Lemma 4.2, and choose /?' e fR'  with *7?' C W.

Then by Lemma 4.2(11) AxC = AyC whenever C e Ad/77rf, xR'y and x 4 *R'. Con-

sequently, by (5) of Lemma 4.3, the set

[six, D)eAd\x¿W,D = A%C, C e Ad/Hd]

is also finite, and the result follows. D

Lemma 4.5.   Let %'  be as in Lemma 4.2, S as in Corollary 4.4, r : Ad/Hd

—*Ad as in Lemma 4.3 (x e X), and T an open neighborhood of * in X missing

all the indexes appearing in the irreducible presentations of all s e S.   Let 9\, be

the set of those R e ÍR' such that

(i)  *R C T;
(ii)  if ses, xRy, x 4 *R, ax = ay in A% = Ay, then axiHd)s~l = ayiHdY~l

(iii)  7? separates the indexes appearing in the elements of S (i.e. xR ¿ x R

whenever x and x    are distinct indexes appearing in some s e S).

Then ÍK, is a cofinal subset of %'■

Proof. Clearly the subset fR" of ÍR' consisting of equivalence relations 7?"

that satisfy (i) and (iii) above, is cofinal in fR'. So it suffices to prove that such

an !R"  contains an open equivalence relation R, satisfying (ii).   For each s eS,
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x ^ *P'   and a £ A , choose a constant open and closed neighborhood W = Wa s

of x in X, missing R", and an open neighborhood U = Ua    x of a on Ax, such

that if t £ p„(,V x Í7), then ÁHd)s~' = a(ff<Os~ 1.  Let iff ' '    }"f. be a finite
^^ Uj, S, X   I     1

cover of Ax and put   V% = (\seS fl^ ^a-.i.x'   Let ^x'¿U be a finite cover of

x\*R".  Define R by writing *R = *R", and if x, y 4 *R", then xRy iff xR"y and

for all    /= 1,2,--., m, either x,   y £ Vx   or x, y £X\Vx..  Clearly R satisfies

(iii) and R C R". D

Then, as an immediate consequence of Lemmas 4.3 and 4.5, we get

Corollary 4.6. Let r , x e X be as in Lemma 4.3, S as in Corollary 4.4 ana"

iRj as in Lemma 4.5. Suppose that R £ SRj, C £ Ad/Hd, xRy and x 4 *R. Then

4(rx(C)) = ndRiryiC)). D

Now, let iRj be as in Lemma 4.5 and rx: Ad/Hd—* Ad as in Lemma 4.3.  For

every R £ÍKj there is a bijective correspondence between the left cosets of H

in Ad and of ff^ = nJA.H'*) in AdR, (cf. Proposition 2.1), given by C i-* CR =

zr^(C).   If *R ¡¿ xR £ X/R and C £ Ad/Hd, then Corollary 4.6 assures us that the

representative rxRiCR) of CR in HR is well defined by putting rxR(CR) =

zr£(rx(C)).   We let rRRiCR) = ndRirAC)).

Lemma 4.7.   For each R £ iRj, the systems of representatives of left cosets

rRR: A^/H^ —» AdR satisfy conditions (1), (2) and (3) of Lemma 4.3.  Moreover,

fxRiCR) £ AR has the same length as rxiO for all x 4 *R.

Proof.   Conditions (1) and (2) are easily checked.   To verify condition (3)

suppose that rxRiCR) = axRt,t / 1, where axR £ AxR  and the first index in t is

distinct from xR.  Let nRiC) - CR, where C £ Ad/Hd.   We know (cf. Lemma 4.3,

part (5)) that r (C) = a'six, AC) where a' € A^ (s(x, AC) ¿ 1 for otherwise
X X X X X X

t = 1).  Now, if y is the first index of s = six, AxC) then y 4 xR; indeed, if yRx

then AC = AC by Lemma 4.2(11); so s is not of minimal length in AC, con-

tradicting Lemma 4.3, part (5).  Consequently, if s = a   a     • • • az    is an irre-

ducible presentation of s (a   eA , az. eAz.), then a'xRayRaz.R ■•• az r ls

an irreducible presentation for 7r^(r (C)) = axRi.  Hence axR = a'xR and t =

Ti^is).  So, using Lemma 4.3, part (3), rRRitHdR) = rtdRrxisHd) =nRXs) = t and

r RitHR) = ?TR(r (sff")) = ffß(s) = I as desired.   At the same time, we have shown

that rxRiCR) has the same length as rxiC). D

Now for R £ SRj (as in Lemma 4.5) put sR = sRixR, AxR CR) = nRisix, AxC)),

where CR = rr^iC).  Then sR is the element \RiCR) of shortest length among

those for which C'R C AxR CR, C'R £ AR/HR.   Indeed, since kerrr^ C ff. one has
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that if irJAC') =C'RC AxR CR, then C C AxC, and the length of r^RiCR) equals

the length of rjç\

For each R £ S, let YR = (X/R) x iAdR/HdR), where A^/77* has the discrete

topology.  Define an equivalence relation ~ on YR as follows: (x7?, CR) ~

(x'R, C'R) iff xR = x'R = *R or xR = x'R and AxRCR = Ax,RCR.  Denote by

[(x7?, CR)] the equivalence class of (xR, CR), and write * = [(*T?, CR)].   Put

YR = (YR/»v, *).   With this notation, the Kurosh subgroup theorem for discrete

groups, as applied to the subgroup 77R of AR, is expressed by:

Hi. I    if    ^/^wVpí,
\UxR, CR)]eyR /

where   FR is a finitely generated free discrete group.  In fact the set ZR of ele-

ments of the form txrÍcr)~1t%r(Cr) ¿ 1 where x e X and CR eAR/HR, con-

stitute a set of free generators of FR (cf. Kurosh [7, p. 147, Lemmas 3,4, and 5]).

Consider the pointed discrete topological space ZR = (ZR U {lj, l).  Then the

free pro-C-group FR on the finite discrete pointed space ZR is precisely the pro-

C-completion of FR (cf. Gildenhuys and Lim [3, Proposition 1.3]), and by Remark

3.3 FR is the closure in 77R = nR(77) of FR.   It is plain that if 7?, R' e ÍR, and

RCR' one has trRiZR) = ZR,.   Put F = UmR eS FR.  Then F is the free pro-C-

group on the pointed topological space Z = limR e*  ZR, with 1 as the distinguished

point (cf. Gildenhuys and Lim [3, Proposition 1.7]).

Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let rx and six, D) be as in Lemma 4.3.  By the

Kurosh subgroup theorem for discrete groups (cf. Kurosh [7, p. 146]) we have

77d=   [il iHd nsix, Bx)-1Axs(x, Dx))l TJd K

where Dx ranges over the double cosets Axa 77" of 77    with respect to A    and

77 , and where Fd is the free discrete group on the free generators Z' =

\riC)-xr¿C) ¿ 1 |x eX, C e Ad/Hd] (cf. Kurosh [7, p. 147, Lemmas 3, 4, and5]).

Put Z = (Z  U {lj, 1).   Then Z    is a pointed topological space whose topology

is the one induced by 77.   By Corollary 4.6, rr^iz") = ZR for every R e ÍR,.   Thus

Z, as defined above, is the closure of Z    in 77.

Now, consider the product space Y' = X x iAd/Hd)   where  Ad/Hd has the

discrete topology.  Define an equivalence relation ~ on Y    as follows: (x, C) ~

(*', C') iff x = x' = * or x = x' and AxC = Ax, C'. Denote by [(x, C)] the

equivalence class of (x, C) and put * = [(*, C)].  Clearly Y = (y'/~, *) is a

compact, totally disconnected, Hausdorff pointed topological space.   For each

y = [(x, C)] e Y consider the well-defined group
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ßiy) = isix, AxC)Hsix, AxC)~l) nAx = (s(x, AxC)Hdsix, A%C)-1) n A%,

and write

By = six, AxC)-lßiy)six, AxC) = ßiyf*' AxC\

Assume y = [(x, C)] /= *; then one can find an open neighborhood U of x in X

missing * with Ax = Ax#   and AxC = Ax¡C whenever x' £ t/, and such that if

y   = [(x , C)] belongs to the image of U x \C] in Y, then ßiy') = ß(y) under the

equality Ax = Ax».   (To find U one uses Lemma 4.3, part (5), Lemma 4.2(11), and

by a now familiar argument; see, e.g., the proof of Lemma 4.2.)   Thus the func-

tion y H»/3(y) from Y to Íj8(y)|y £ yi is locally constant, except perhaps at *,

where ßi*) = 1.   Also, if y' = [(x', C)] belongs to the image of U x \C\ in Y,

then B    and B  »  are isomorphic by an inner automorphism of Ad defined by

six , Ax>C) = six, AxC).   Let B stand for the free product of the pro-C-groups

ßiy), over the compact Hausdorff totally disconnected pointed space Y.  We

identify B    with the image of ßiy) in B, and we also write B = IlyeyBy«

Every equivalence relation R £ ÍR    induces an open equivalence relation on

Y, denoted again by R, and defined by

t(x, C)] R [(*', C')]   iff   x R x    and AxC = Ax»C'.

Hence by Proposition 2.1 we have B = limR ej¡ BR, where BR = LI R «y/R ByR>

B R.= B    if y 4 *R and B^g = 1.  Now, it is plain that Y/R and YR  (as defined

on p. 325) are homeomorphic pointed finite discrete spaces under the map

[(x, C)]R -» [(xR, CR)] (where CR = ffR(C)).  Moreover, if [(x, C)]R = *R then

xR = *R and B[(x>C)] = ÍU = ffR n AsxR¡SxR'AxRcR\  Also if [(x, C)]R ¿ *R

then xR ^ *R, and we have that nR: Ad —. AR restricts to an isomorphism

s(x, A  C) ~R'

So

"H, l?',vc)]>'fi
\[(x, C)]ey/R /

R>

and, by Theorem 3.2,

"R*(r II\[(x, C)]eY/R
B1<x.C)]r)Uf«~B*UpR

where FR is the pro-C-completion of ER.   Moreover this isomorphism commutes

with the maps fRR>   as defined in §2.   Finally lim commutes with coproducts

and thus
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77=   Jim  HR*(lim BR)u( lim   FR\ «fcßllF.
R«*i VRe»,        '       \Re»,        /

5. Consequences.   We keep the assumption that C is extension closed.

Theorem 5.1.   Ler (X, *) be a pointed topological space and let F = F(X, *)

be the free pro^-group on (X, *).   Lei 77 be an open subgroup of F.   Then H is

a free proS.-group on a certain compact, totally disconnected, Hausdorff pointed

topological space (T, *).

Proof.   By an argument similar to the one used in Gildenhuys and Lim [3,

Proposition 1.7], we may assume, without loss in generality, that X is compact

Hausdorff, totally disconnected.   By Proposition 1.4, F is the free pro-C-product

of the groups A% = Zg, x e X\[*}, A^ = {1}, indexed by X.   By Theorem 4.1, H =

BLTf where F is a free pro-C-group on a compact, totally disconnected

Hausdorff pointed topological space (Z, *), and B is a free pro-c-product of

conjugates of open subgroups of the A^ 's.  If a prime p divides the order of

some group in C, then C contains all finite ^-groups, since c is extension

closed.   Hence Ax = Zg is a product of the additive groups of the p-adic integers,

where p ranges over all those primes that divide the order of some group in C

It follows that the open subgroup A* n H is isomorphic to Zg (see also Ribes

[13, Theorem 6.5]), and B is a free pro-C-product of copies of Zg, indexed by a

compact Hausdorff totally disconnected space (Y, *).  Hence by Proposition 1.4,

B = F(y, *).   Put (T, *) = (Z, *) V (Y, *) (the coproduct in the category of

pointed topological spaces, i.e., T is the union of Z and Y with only the dis-

tinguished points identified).   Then it is plain from the definition of free pro-C-

groups that 77 = Blip = F (T, *). D

Using Theorem 3.2 one proves the following result by an argument similar to

the one used in Theorem 5.1.

Theorem 5.2.   Let F be a free pro-C-group on a set X, and let 77 be an open

subgroup of F.   Then H is a free pro-C-group on a certain set Y. G

Theorem 5.3.   Let A , x eX, be pro-ß-groups indexed by a set X.   Let A be

the restricted free pro-C-product of the A 's (c/. §1) and let H be an open sub-

group of A.   Then 77 = Blip where F is a finitely generated free pro-Q-group

and B is a restricted free pro-KL-product of conjugates in A of the groups Ax,

Proof.   LetX = X(ii{*j   be the  one-point compactification of the discrete

space X, and put A+ = 1.   Then, by Proposition 1.5, A = Ll^ex ^x-   ^nus we can

apply Theorem 4.1 to obtain H = ßll F.   To show that F is finitely generated we

will prove that Z", as defined in the proof of Theorem 4.1, is finite in this case.

By an argument used in Corollary 4.4 there is an open neighborhood W of * in X
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such that the set {rx(C)|x eW, C eAd/Hd\ is finite.   Since X is the one-point

compactification of a discrete space, we have that X\W is finite.  Hence the set

jrx(C)|x £ X, C £ Ad/Hd\ is finite.   Thus Z"  is finite.  Using still the notation of

the proof of Theorem 4.1, notice that

y\(!*i x Ad/Hd) = (X x Ad/Hd)\i¡*\ x Ad/Hd)

is a discrete space; so (y /~)\{*i is discrete and the open neighborhoods of *

in Y /~ are precisely the complements of finite sets; hence Y is the one-point

compactification of (Y /~)\{*i.   Thus according to Proposition 1.5, B is a

restricted free pro-C-product of groups indexed by the set (Y'/~)\!*Î. O

The following result is now clear.

Corollary 5.4.   Let ff be an open subgroup of a restricted free pro-ß-group F.

Then H is a restricted free pro-C-group.

Finally we prove an analog of a well-known result for discrete free products

(Magnus-Karrass-SolitartlO, P. 243]).

Theorem 5.5.   Let A be as in Theorem 4.1, and let H be an open normal sub-

group of A such that ff O Ax = 1 for every x £ X.   Then ff is a free pro-C-group.

Proof.   We use the notation of Theorem 4.1.   Notice that each B    has the

form ff O As for some x £X and.s £A.  So, since ff is normal, we have B   =

(ff nAx)s = l.   Thus, ff = F.
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